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ABSTRACT 

Hendrick ter Brugghen (1588-1629), a Dutch Baroque painter, is known as one of 

the more prominent artists among the Utrecht Caravaggisti, so-named for the city in 

which he worked and as a follower of Caravaggio. The Caravaggesque style swept 

through Northern Europe during the cusp of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 

and genre scenes of half-length figures could be found in every art fair and open market. 

The label of Utrecht Caravaggisti, however, is a limiting descriptor for ter Brugghen, 

who created works in response to the changing art market and tastes of a growing Dutch 

middle class, not motivated solely out of admiration for the Italian painter and his style. 

Hendrick ter Brugghen’s works featuring musicians at play are prime examples of how 

an artist in the competitive art market of the northern Netherlands engaged the viewer in 

a multitude of ways. With the rise of the middle-class merchants, professionals, and city 

officials, as well as the establishment of music and art academies, the subject of lower 

class musicians likely would have appealed to a range of buyers. Ter Brugghen’s use of 

half-length figures find their roots in earlier Dutch and Flemish artists, such as 

Hieronymus Bosch and Quentin Massys, who preceded Caravaggio in this type of 

composition by nearly a century, and certainly would have appealed to the market of a 

newly formed Dutch Republic seeking its own artistic lineage. Ter Brugghen employed 

allegorical themes and invoked a modern and vernacular variant of the pastoral mode in 

his string musicians, which would have been instantly recognizable to the learned 

buyer. In addition to engaging the viewer on a contemplative level, I shall argue that ter 

Brugghen’s musical compositions also enticed the viewer by activating his innate 

ideasthetic responses through visual cues and multisensory stimulation. By examining 
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ter Brugghen’s musician paintings within the context and history of Dutch art 

production, we can more fully understand how his works engage the viewer so 

effectively and how they extend well beyond a dialogue with Caravaggio to assert his 

own inventiveness and modernity.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

 
 

Hendrick ter Brugghen (1588- 1629) is best known as one of the Dutch 

Caravaggisti, whose work ranges from religious scenes and history paintings, to 

morality-themed genre scenes. Working as a master in the predominantly Catholic Dutch 

city of Utrecht for a mere thirteen years before his death, ter Brugghen painted an 

impressive 144 paintings; this excludes 142 paintings originally attributed to ter 

Brugghen but now rejected as rather “in the style of Hendrick ter Brugghen.”1 His 

reputation as a premier member of the Utrecht Caravaggisti is accurate, yet it has 

resulted in an oversimplified characterization of the artist as derivative of Caravaggio and 

has foreclosed further investigation into ter Brugghen’s other artistic sources and 

contributions. By addressing the contemporary art market, its desirable themes, and the 

multi-level engagement of the viewer activated by painters to sell their craft in Utrecht 

and elsewhere in the Netherlands, ter Brugghen’s compositions can be understood more 

fully when considered also in the context and history of Dutch traditions of art 

production.  

Born in The Hague in 1588 to Jan Egbertsz ter Brugghen, a bailiff, and Sophia 

van Ruempst, Hendrick was the youngest of their surviving children.2 At an early age, his 

																																																								
1 Leonard J. Slatkes and Wayne E. Franits, The Paintings of Hendrick Ter Brugghen, 

1588-1629: Catalogue Raisonné (Amsterdam: John Benjamins Publishing, 2007), 63-70. Out of 
these 144 paintings, 42 are now lost and 13 are attributed to ter Brugghen and his workshop. Not 
included in the number are his drawings, paintings related to his work, and paintings attributed 
to his workshop and the joint workshop of Dirck van Baburen.  

2 Benedict Nicolson, Hendrick Terbrugghen (London: L. Humphries, 1958), 3. While 
Nicolson states that ter Brugghen was born in a village in the province of Oversijl and then 
moved with his family as an infant to Utrecht, Slatkes and Franits place the family in The Hague 
during the year if his birth through Marten Jan Bok’s archival findings.  
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family moved to Utrecht and Hendrick was placed as an apprentice to Abraham 

Bloemaert (1564-1651), a well-known painter who had trained many of those artists who 

would later comprise the Utrecht Caravaggisti and came to work in a similar style later in 

his career. Ter Brugghen stayed in Utrecht until late 1607 or early 1608, when he left for 

Rome.3 Little is known of his time in Italy, yet it is thought that he met Rubens during his 

own visit there and studied under an established painter, though there are no remaining 

records. 4 By the fall of 1614, ter Brugghen returned to Utrecht and opened a workshop. 

He quickly established himself as a master painter, and in 1616 enrolled in Utrecht’s 

Guild of Saint Luke. He remained in Utrecht for the rest of his career.5  

Ter Brugghen lived during a time of great change in the Netherlands, and the 

paintings he created are a direct response to the evolving economy and culture. The 

Dutch Revolt (1568-1648) began twenty years before ter Brugghen’s birth and ended 

twenty years after his death, so the world in which ter Brugghen thrived was one of 
																																																								

3 There has been some speculation on the timing of ter Brugghen’s visit to Rome. See 
Slatkes and Franits, 3.  

4 Slatkes and Franits, 1. Hendrick ter Brugghen’s current biographical information is 
fundamentally lacking as the only writings on him occurred posthumously. First mentioned 
briefly by Cornelis de Bie in his Het gulden cabinet van de edele vry schider-const published in 
1661, who then expanded his biography in 1708 in Den Spiegel van de verdrayde werelt. The 
latter biography was most likely expanded in response to ter Brugghen’s son Richard’s early 
eighteenth-century pamphlet entitled Gedrukte notificatie of waarschuwing aan alle liefhebbers 
van de schilderkonst, written to strengthen his father’s reputation and his own. The most notable 
description of Hendrick ter Brugghen’s life and work comes from Joachim von Sandrart in his 
1675 volume of the Teutsche Academie der Bau-, Bild- und Mahlerey-Künste, a compilation of 
artist biographies that included both the Italian masters with contemporary Germanic artists. 
Originally published in 1675 with later versions published in 1679 and 1680. While Sandrart 
travelled, and wrote many of the biographies himself, the majority were translated to German 
from the earlier work of Cornelis de Bie and Karel van Mander. These biographies coupled with 
more current archival research by Marten Jan Bok and Yoriko Kobayashi we are able to trace 
sections of Hendrick ter Brugghen’s life. 

5 Ibid., 6. The Guild of Saint Luke was established in 1611 by Abraham Bloemaert, 
Joachim Wtewael, and Paulus Moreelse. Prior to this, painters were included in the guild of 
zadelaarsgilde, saddlemakers.  
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changing foreign and local leaders, divisive religious identities (Utrecht had an unusually 

large and active Catholic population for a city in the Northern Netherlands), and evolving 

socio-economic structures.  The Netherlands had been under Spanish control first under 

Holy Roman Emperor Charles V and then his son, King Philip II of Spain. In 1581, the 

Northern Netherlands rebelled from Spanish control, declaring themselves the Republic 

of the United Netherlands (Dutch Republic).6 With the formation of the Dutch Republic 

(not recognized by Spain until 1648), the majority of provinces converted their 

governmental rule and religious affiliations from the Catholic system to a Protestant one, 

leaving governing and power centers essentially to the people rather than the Church, to 

citizens rather than foreign monarchs.  

By the late sixteenth century Utrecht began its transformation into a vital center 

for Netherlandish artists, with Bloemaert’s workshop and a growing class of art dealers as 

a large part of that cultural flowering. Among the artistic innovations of Utrecht was the 

development by artists such as Gerard van Honthorst and ter Brugghen—both trained by 

Bloemaert—of a style that quickly became identified with that of the Italian painter 

Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio (1571-1610). Known for a novel technique of 

painting directly onto a canvas from life, his use of highly naturalistic colors, deep 

																																																								
6 Ben Olde Meierink and Angelique Bakker, “The Utrecht Elite as Patrons and 

Collectors,” in Masters of Light: Dutch Painting in Utrecht During the Golden Age, ed. by 
Joneath A. Spicer and Lynn Federle Orr (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1997), 73. Before 
1528, the regional government of Utrecht was run by the bishop of Utrecht, the ridderschap (a 
college of nobles representing the titled gentry), and representatives of the cities. After Charles 
V took control of Utrecht in 1528, he appointed a stadholder to exercise control in lieu of 
himself and later his son Philip II of Spain. Arthur Wheelock, Jr., “A Moral Compass: Public 
and Private Domains in Dutch Art,” in A Moral Compass: Seventeenth and Eighteenth-century 
Painting in the Netherlands, ed. by Peter C. Sutton (New York: Rizzoli International 
Publications, 1999), 7. The Dutch Republic was formed as an agreement between seven 
provinces (Holland, Zeeland, Utrecht, Gelderland, Overijssel, Friesland, and Groningen) to serve 
as one entity to protect each other from Spanish tyranny. 
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shadows with a uni-directional light source (tenebrism), and crowded close-cropped 

figures lost behind the edge of the picture plane, Caravaggio had numerous artistic 

followers who imitated his style and compositions long after his death. While ter 

Brugghen’s style often takes on the similar markers of Caravaggio, including naturalistic 

earthy tones emerging from a deep tenebrism and crowded and truncated figures, ter 

Brugghen contributes a distinctly Dutch view to the treatment of his subjects and their 

place in the Dutch/Utrecht art market. The array of motifs in his work are 

overwhelmingly northern, with his religious scenes pulling Christ and the saints out of 

the celestial immaculate realm and presenting them as tangible bodies that are no less 

mortal than the viewer of the work. Ter Brugghen’s genre scenes, however, are his most 

notable for their use of compositional schemes closely associated with a northern style. 

His use of jovial figures, usually solitary or few in number, are always taking part in 

some action, whether consuming food and drink, playing cards, writing, or in the arms of 

another. They invite the viewer into their active composition through eye contact or 

gesture, as seen in Boy with a Wineglass by Candlelight (1623) and A Laughing Bravo 

with his Dog (1628) (figs. 1, 2) and leave one with the feeling of meeting a friend.  

Musicians make up the subjects of half of his genre scenes, no doubt due to their 

popularity, and are the most striking for their absorption in the musical task at hand.7 

Like his other scenes, ter Brugghen’s musicians feature only one to a few figures. Yet, 

unlike his other works, his musicians convey a distinctive earnestness as they attend to 

their craft. They appear vividly close to the picture plane, even with their overall subdued 

colors. His wind musicians grab the viewer’s attention with their puffed cheeks and 

																																																								
7 Slatkes and Franits, The Paintings of Hendrick Ter Brugghen. 
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alluring fingering of the pipe holes, while his lute players sing and strum with delightful 

fervor as they peer and smile to the viewer, as if cordially extending an invitation to the 

party (figs. 3-5). Rather than view ter Brugghen’s musical scenes as mere lighthearted 

whimsy or as straightforward derivatives of Caravaggio models, a close study of them 

reveals that they are more complex productions than usually understood, both in their 

invocation of earlier northern art traditions and in their sophisticated appeal to a full 

synaesthetic involvement of the viewer. 

Among ter Brugghen’s most captivating musical scenes are his depictions of wind 

instrument players, which convey a deeply sensory experience that extends beyond the 

picture field. In his Bagpipe Player (1624) and Fife Player (1621) (figs. 3, 4), ter 

Brugghen depicts the faces of the wind players turned or hidden in shadow. This 

obscurity pulls emphasis away from the musicians themselves, allowing the instruments 

to become the priority of the composition. Whereas his string players, such as Singing 

Lute Player (1624) and Lute Player and Female Singer (1628) (figs. 5, 6), can sing out a 

tune as their hands complete the melody, the pipe players must concentrate their entire 

physical being into the instrument. The pipe places demand on the mind to know the 

music, the hands to make the notes, and the players’ breath to create the resonance. While 

ter Brugghen’s string musicians use their hands to play and add their own voices and 

outward laughter to finish the music, his wind players visually and metaphorically 

become one with the instrument. Wind musicians use their hands to change the notes just 

as string players do, yet for the instrument to create sound the wind musicians must focus 

and contribute their breath, quintessentially their life source, into the instrument itself. 
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Ter Brugghen focuses on the wind players to create an absorptive scene that echoes their 

own experience of a fully embodied action of making music.  

Ter Brugghen’s musical pictures confront the viewer compositionally and 

encourage interaction with the figures on a full sensory level. Beginning with a purely 

visual experience, ter Brugghen creates a synaesthetic occurrence by inserting visual cues 

and details within an otherwise seemingly simple composition. By using color, placement 

of form, action of the figure, and dabs of light and shadow against a roughly 

monochromatic background, the artist helps to activate a multisensory experience within 

the viewers. The imagery of these works triggers one to hear the music being played, feel 

the humidity of the players’ breaths, smell the lacquer or leather of the instruments, and 

empathetically taste the reeds in the players’ mouths, feeling the wooden holes on their 

fingertips. By suggesting an inner world and activating a sensorial realm within the 

painting, ter Brugghen’s musicians encourage the viewer to complete the scene within his 

own mental space and promote the conditions for a multi-sensory interaction. I shall 

investigate this multi-sensory experience of ter Brugghen’s musical paintings, arguing 

that ter Brugghen makes ambitious claims for painting—and for his painting, in 

particular—as a subsuming force that can enfold multiple arts and senses, and that can 

reinvent from a broader history of art extending beyond Caravaggio. 
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CHAPTER 2 
HENDRICK TER BRUGGHEN: A TRULY DUTCH PAINTER 

 
 

When the modern spectator thinks of seventeenth-century Dutch painting, he is 

likely to reflect upon stunningly atmospheric land- and seascapes, highly descriptive still-

lifes, or scenes featuring young women in brilliantly lit domestic interiors. Yet, those 

artists who engaged in one of the most widespread painting styles in the Dutch Baroque 

have seemingly slipped through the cracks of our modern scholarship and have received 

decidedly less attention. Notably, those Dutch artists who engaged in academic history 

painting, or whose work can be seen as Italianate in composition and style, or subjected 

to an allegorical interpretive lens, were left out of Svetlana Alpers’ The Art of Describing, 

the still-foundational book that attempted to define a characteristically Dutch mode of 

painting and set of interests.8  As one of the preeminent Caravaggisti painters of the early 

seventeenth century, Hendrick ter Brugghen has been labeled Italianate, and therefore 

viewed by scholars either as not truly Dutch, or as one of the Dutch exceptions to prove 

the rule of the ‘art of describing.’ However, by considering ter Brugghen’s visual sources 

for his compositions and subject matter more carefully, one can instead trace his deepest 

artistic origins to Netherlandish masters preceding Caravaggio by a full century, 

including Lucas van Leyden (1493-1533) and Quentin Massys (1466-1530). By learning 

from these northern masters and understanding the changing art market of his own time, 

ter Brugghen produced a new style in his series of musicians, such as the Bagpipe Player 

(1624) and Singing Lute Player (1624) (figs. 3, 5), which have no Italian equal in design 

																																																								
8 Svetlana Alpers, The Art of Describing: Dutch Art in the Seventeenth Century (Chicago: 

University of Chicago Press, 1983). 
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and technique, and can be described as deliberately archaistic in invoking these earlier 

northern traditions, now renovated and filtered for dual appeal of the most current 

Caravaggisti.   

  

Utrecht And Its Art 

Ter Brugghen’s Bagpipe Player, Singing Lute Player, and several other musical 

sitters, while distinct from contemporary Dutch Baroque paintings, are not anomalies. 

During ter Brugghen’s career the city of Utrecht was a vital center for Netherlandish 

artists. Utrecht became a city of influx, as many immigrants—nearly 150,000 of them—

moved from the southern regions of the Low Countries to the north to escape occupation 

by the Spanish in the last quarter of the sixteenth century.9 Distinct from other cities in 

the northern Netherlands, much of Utrecht’s population remained Catholic, and the 

Utrecht elite enjoyed the wealth that Catholic alliances afforded them. However, by 1605 

practicing Catholic parishes in Utrecht began to reform themselves into schuilkerken, 

hidden churches that would practice away from the eyes of the changing religious world 

around them.10 Utrecht was also different from most Netherlandish towns in the 

seventeenth century, as it still had many patrician families, whose wealth was based on 

property ownership, government office, and appointment to cathedral chapters. The 

Dutch economy elsewhere tended to be more dependent just on the middle-class burghers 

																																																								
9 Simon Schama, The Embarrassment of Riches: An Interpretation of Dutch Culture in 

the Golden Age (New York: Random House, Inc., 1987), 587.  
10 Natasha T. Seaman, The Religious Paintings of Hendrick Ter Brugghen: Reinventing 

Christian Painting after the Reformation in Utrecht (Farnham, Surrey, England: Ashgate, 2012), 
51. These schuilkerken became a significant source of commissions for artists of religious scenes 
in Utrecht during the seventeenth century. 
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and did not also have quite the range of socio-economic classes for art consumption that 

Utrecht did.11 Trade routes between Utrecht and outlying cities were easily accessible, as 

canals with tow paths for barges were constructed throughout the western and northern 

Netherlands in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries.12 Utrecht markets were 

a large draw for artists, patrons, and dealers from other cities, who made a trip to 

neighboring provinces for a few days on business.  

Painting production in much of the Netherlands, including to a lesser extent 

Utrecht, was no longer geared toward large-scale altarpieces and history scenes for palace 

halls; most paintings were bought by the growing middle-class of burghers for their 

private homes.13 By the seventeenth century, the church and wealthy elites were no 

longer the sole defining patrons of the arts in many Netherlandish cities. Though artists 

no longer had to rely on commissions through churches and other official spaces, they 

now had the challenge of producing works that would appeal to the individual buyer, 

needing to grab their attention almost instantaneously and sustain it.14 The largest market 

of buyers was that of “elite culture.” The notion of mixing aspects of lower class culture 

with higher, country with city, and vernacular with Latinate spread itself into the private 

homes of the wealthy throughout the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, and many would 

																																																								
11 De Vries, “Searching for a Role,” 56. These cathedral chapter appointments functioned 

more so as asset-management funds.  
12 Ibid., 53. From Utrecht one could take a barge to Amsterdam and arrive in seven hours; 

or a bit further to Leiden in eight hours. Trips to Amsterdam, Leiden, Vreeswijk, Haarlem, and 
The Hague left three times a day, and overnight ferries were equipped with bedding for 
passengers to sleep and arrive at their destination refreshed in the morning. 

13 Mariët Westermann, A Worldly Art: The Dutch Republic 1585-1718, (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 2007), 33.  

14 Elizabeth Alice Honig, Painting and the Market in Early Modern Antwerp (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1998), 13. 
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decorate their halls with pastoral and peasant scenes. The juxtaposition of the popular 

culture within elite circles was often perceived as self-congratulatory rather than 

charitable or understanding.15 By the seventeenth century, the production of what is now 

termed as genre scenes was a lucrative and compelling practice in painters’ studios. 

During the first half of the seventeenth century, Utrecht assumed a unique role as 

a center for training artists in the Dutch Republic.16 On 13 September 1611, the Guild of 

Saint Luke in Utrecht was granted its charter as the guild for painters, severing ties with 

the saddlemakers guild, with which they previously had been associated. Within the first 

decade of its existence, the guild had doubled its membership, including members who 

had emigrated from the southern Netherlands, Germany, and Italy who all wished to train 

and work in Utrecht.17 Abraham Bloemaert played an important part as the teacher of 

many young painters, one of the founders of the Guild of Saint Luke, and as a teacher at 

the academie. In 1612, an art academie was opened in Utrecht, which focused on 

drawing from a live model. Utrecht artists increasingly turned away from older training 

conventions and techniques to a new manner of sketching the design from life with chalk 

directly onto a prepared ground. Once laid out, the design could be filled in quickly with 

color and later varnished for sale.18 This technique cut the need for multiple apprentices 

and journeymen to a minimum, and masters could complete a painting in nearly half the 

																																																								
15 Schama, The Embarrassment of Riches, 575. 
16 Ibid., 93. Between 1620 and 1650 there were an estimated 50-60 painting masters 

active in Utrecht.  
17 Marten Jan Bok, “Artists at Work: Their Lives and Livelihood,” in Spicer and Orr, 92. 

Westermann, A Worldly Art, 34. In 1583, the first Dutch Academie opened in Haarlem; others 
were opened throughout the provinces in the coming decades, and painters began to separate 
themselves with their own confraternities and guilds. 

18 Westermann, A Worldly Art, 31. 
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time. Painters then could create twice as many canvases to sell, causing the market to 

become almost burdened by choices for buyers. This method of direct creation of 

paintings coming from the mind of the artist, through the hand of the artist, also helped to 

create a greater sense of spontaneous brushwork and vividness to the figures.  

While both artists and buyers still held onto the sixteenth-century notion that the 

ultimate goal of painting was to perfect the imitation of nature, the new style that 

emerged placed value on a unified and perfected composition rather than the old 

hierarchy of subject matter.19 History and religious paintings were not viewed as the most 

important, rather the painting’s and the artist’s success was found in attracting the eye 

and selling the work. On July 26, 1620, humanist and art lover Aernt van Buchel 

recorded in his diary the events and discussions taken place at the homecoming party held 

for the painter Gerard van Honthorst (1592-1656) upon his return from Rome. During the 

party attendees discussed the success of Honthorst and that of the famed Peter Paul 

Rubens (1577-1640). They all acknowledged Rubens’ talent, but decided that his success 

was due to Lucas Vorsterman’s engravings after his work, and designated his fame to be 

the result of successful marketing. This designation of Rubens reflects an important 

aspect of the contemporary perception of the artist’s profession; those in attendance 

understood that talent was an essential part of an artist’s success, yet it was the 

prerequisites of diligence in the demand of style and active marketing that solidified 

one’s name.20 Ter Brugghen found his ultimate success with his musician images by not 

																																																								
19 Honig, Painting and the Market, 185-187. 
20 Ibid., 90. Those in attendance of the party were Utrecht painters Paulus Moreelse, 

Abraham Bloemaert, engraver Crispijn van de Passe, art dealer Herman van Vollenhoven, 
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only creating attractive paintings, but by also presenting these works in an appealing, 

engaging manner to his key demographic of likely buyers.  

 

The Utrecht Caravaggisti And Their Distinctly Northern Style  

The Utrecht Caravaggisti, with ter Brugghen among its most well-known 

practitioners, were painters who had taken sojourns to Rome in the first few decades of 

the seventeenth century and became inspired by the style and technique of the Italian 

painter Caravaggio. Caravaggio had broken the thematic scheme of religious scenes in 

Italy during the cusp of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Previously, Italian 

Renaissance and Mannerist painters had tended to depict religious figures as out of touch 

from the viewer, placing Christ and other divine figures in an otherworldly realm. 

Christ’s body was depicted as perfect and free of harm, disease, and unsightly attributes; 

saints were frequently depicted with a symbol of their martyrdom yet had no evidence of 

the act upon them. The Madonna was forever young and beautiful. Christ and the 

Madonna were placed in the center of well-constructed, symmetrical compositions 

surrounded by clouds, seraphim, cherubim, saints, and donors kneeling at their feet. 

Altarpieces were created in part to convey lessons for the public about sinfulness and 

salvation, displaying before the eyes what would happen if one were enveloped in sin and 

exhibiting the rewards of heaven if a pious life was led.  

Caravaggio broke this mold of Italian expectations, with some backlash, and 

began to paint religious figures as mortal beings sharing the same realm as the viewer. He 

																																																																																																																																																																					
goldsmith brothers Adam and Gÿsbrecht van Vianen, brother sculptors Jan and Robrecht Colijn 
de Nole and their nephew Jacob Williemsz Colijn de Nole, as well as Aernt van Buchel and 
Gerard van Honthorst themselves. 
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used a highly naturalistic style, complete with figures containing blemishes and filthy feet 

from their day’s work. Compositions were not a symmetrical plan for him, as he often 

placed the holy figure to the side or even at the bottom of the scene. For example, in his 

Calling of Saint Matthew (1600) (fig. 7), the figure of Christ is against the right side of 

the picture plane, hidden behind another figure in shadow. There is no identifiable halo 

upon his head, his clothing is contemporary, and the scene is in a dark, almost filthy-

looking, tavern interior. Light enters through an unseen window in the top right corner, 

illuminating the supposed tax collector who will become Saint Matthew, who does not 

seem to notice the disturbance in the room. Scenes like this one appealed to many artists 

and viewers alike, as one could easily identify with the world shown. Much of the 

population visited taverns just like this one, wore the same types of clothing and carried 

the same swords; they, too, could have interacted with Christ himself, or like Matthew 

could be canonized for actions taken later in life. Painters were enthralled by the new 

compositions and realistic coloring. However, it was more than his religious scenes that 

attracted the attention of painters, especially from the north. 

Beginning in the thirteenth century, we find Utrecht artists travelling to Rome to 

secure support from churchmen as an important part of an apprentice’s training.21 While 

this tradition was true among many of the Dutch cities, more artists travelled to Italy from 

Utrecht in the seventeenth century than from any other Dutch city.22 This is due not only 

to the number of masters like Bloemaert with his numerous apprentices, but also to 

																																																								
21 Lynn Federle Orr, “Reverberations: The Impact of the Italian Sojourn on Utrecht 

Artists” in Spicer and Orr, 101. 
22 Ibid., 100. 
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Utrecht’s particularly strategic position within the Catholic cities of Northern Europe.23 

All of the most influential Utrecht artists, who would later be labeled as the Utrecht 

Caravaggisti, completed their Italian sojourn in the second decade of the seventeenth 

century, shortly after Caravaggio’s activities there. Two of importance are Dirck van 

Baburen (1594-1624) and Gerard van Honthorst, who travelled to Rome after 1611 and 

both returned in late 1620.24 Overlapping with Hendrick ter Brugghen’s own stay 

between 1609 and 1614, neither artist mentions ter Brugghen in their painters’ journals. It 

is known that Baburen had met and worked with the painter and fervent Caravaggio 

follower, Bartolomeo Manifredi (1582-1622), during his stay and learned from him the 

technique of sketching and correcting directly on the canvas used by Caravaggio.25 Upon 

his return, Baburen, along with Honthorst and ter Brugghen, introduced the 

Caravaggesque execution and modernized the approach to figure painting in both 

historical and secular subjects.26 While Baburen, Honthorst, and ter Brugghen’s styles 

changed after their trips to Italy, it was not until they had all assembled back into their 

own workshops and the Guild of Saint Luke in Utrecht that the mixing of their separate 

learning experiences created a unifying and recognizable style which was coined as 

Caravaggism in the twentieth century.  

Yet many of the thematic, stylistic, and compositional qualities of their painting 

that had been identified as derived from, or following, Caravaggio should instead be 

																																																								
23 Ibid., 101. 
24 Wayne Franits, Dutch Seventeenth-Century Genre Painting (New Haven: Yale 

University Press, 2004), 67. 
25 Ibid.  
26 Orr, “Reverberations,” 110. 
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credited with also having its own history rooted in specifically northern traditions found 

long before the arrival of Caravaggio or so-called Caravaggism. While Caravaggio’s 

quick technique of painting appealed to the Utrecht artists in their attempt to broaden 

production for the increasing demands of the market, his use of dark earthy colors, 

realistic still-lifes, and half-length figures within non-portrait scenes was already well 

established in Dutch, German, and Flemish art. Half-length figures compositions 

essentially belong to earlier northern painting and print traditions.  

While the half-length figure was used in portraiture for the wealthy since the 

fourteenth century, half-length icons have been found from 250 CE. In the north, leading 

artists, such as Hieronymus Bosch (1450’s-1516) and Lucas van Leyden adapted the half-

length format formerly reserved for icons by using it for intense Passion narratives of 

Christ’s suffering and genre subjects showing one or several figures indulging in games, 

letter writing, or music as early as the first decade of the sixteenth century. No doubt Ter 

Brugghen was aware of these artists and their compositional shifts that engaged the 

viewers in new ways; these artists were already canonical in the North at the time and 

were themselves highly imitated in both paintings and prints. Through what Sixten 

Ringbom named “icon-absorption” in the pre-fifteenth century North, a new narrative 

style emerged through the well-known compositional style.27 Half-length figures and 

close-up forms were no longer reserved for the Byzantine style of religious icons and 

instead expanded into religious and moralizing secular narrative scenes whose aim was to 

captivate the viewer’s attention, whether directed toward devotional meditations and 

																																																								
27 Sixten Ringbom, Icon to Narrative: The Rise of the Dramatic Close-Up in Fifteenth-

Century Devotional Painting (Doornspijk: Davaco, 1965).  
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sympathies with Christ’s sufferings or the contemplation of virtue and vice. By 1520 the 

half-length or close-up form had become almost conventional, if however still focusing 

on a range of figure types and staging a narrative or situation with an immediacy that 

confronted and involved the viewer.28  

Another northern artist who excelled at this format and who must have been 

familiar to ter Brugghen was the Antwerp artist Quentin Massys (1466-1530).29 Massys’ 

scenes, as also many of van Leyden’s, tended to present a moral lesson attached to his 

half-length narratives, yet it was his composition and style that drew the eyes of later 

Flemish and Dutch artists. Massys’s Two Praying Monks (1520) and Ill-Matched Pair 

(1520) (figs. 8, 9) both show the use of half-length figures as tools to create an intimate, 

yet anonymous viewer relationship. Massys creates his compositions with deep shadows, 

a focus on only a few figures, little to no supporting objects within the scene, and a dark 

voided background, allowing the space within the images to merge with any space it is 

hung within. While in his Two Praying Monks, the left figure’s clasped fingers just 

slightly protrude out toward the viewer, Massys’ Ugly Duchess (1513) (fig. 10) places 

her left hand on what appears to be a physical divide between herself and the viewer and 

holds her right hand out, breaking the illusion of separate space. This tradition of playing 

with the edges of the fictive world inside the picture and the viewer’s realm outside was a 

well-known northern artistic conceit developed early on by Jan Van Eyck in the 1430s. 

The use of half-length figures close to the picture plane, and even the visual breaking of 

that plane into the ‘real’ world of the viewer outside the frame were effective strategies 
																																																								

28 Orr, “Reverberations,” 211.  
29 Larry Silver, The Paintings of Quentin Massys (Montclair: Abner Schram Ltd., 1984), 

3. 
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that enhanced the viewer’s involvement and attention, while also asserting the artist’s 

claims to mastery in manipulating paint and demonstrating artifice. 

The epitome of ter Brugghen’s style and his own imitation of this northern and 

Caravaggesque tradition of the pictorial close-up is shown in his Singing Lute Player 

(1624) (fig. 5). Here, we see how ter Brugghen has transformed these visual models to 

create a unique scene that fully engages the viewer. The player is lit from the left side, as 

if sitting next to a window in an enclosed room, his eyes gazing towards the viewer as he 

sings while strumming a note on the lute. His hands are poised gently yet firmly against 

the neck and strings as if he has been playing all day. Seated and shown in half-length, 

the focus of the composition becomes the act of his craft. Drawn first to his rosy nose and 

open mouth, the eye moves upwards catching on the shine of the medallion holding the 

feathers in his cap. Following the feathers downward to the shoulder, the viewer 

continues to trace down the player’s arm to his right hand strumming the lute tucked 

against his torso. The lute strings force the eye upward once again to the left hand 

holding a note, then abruptly towards the mouth again as the head of the lute bends into 

the background. Above the lute and the player in the empty space of the upper right hand 

corner is an inscription reading HTBrugghen fecit 1624, (HTBrugghen made this 1624).  

Much like Caravaggio’s scenes, the Singing Lute Player, commands presence 

through forceful lighting, deep tenebrism, and a mastery of the paint stroke. However, 

unlike Caravaggio’s The Musicians (c.1595) (fig. 11) with their cherubic faces and 

allegorical setting, ter Brugghen depicts a musician with strong coarse hands, a furrowed 

brow, and sharp cheek bones. Borrowing from Massys and van Leyden, ter Brugghen’s 

half-length figures are shown with all their natural features, they are untouched by the 
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idealization of beauty. While it is plain to see how the work of ter Brugghen, along with 

contemporary Utrecht artists, could be derivative of both the Italian style of Caravaggio 

and Manifredi and earlier Flemish and Dutch masters, he is rather borrowing from both 

the north and south and creating a new style that was appealing to Dutch buyers. Dirck 

van Baburen is generally considered the first Utrecht artist to depict a half-length 

musician with his Young Man Playing a Jew’s Harp (1621) (fig. 12), however, ter 

Brugghen painted his Fife Player and Flute Player (figs. 4, 13) the same year. Ter 

Brugghen’s musician pieces do descend from late-sixteenth century iconography as found 

in Caravaggio’s works, however, they exude an amplitude of form and refined coloring 

that detach themselves from earlier Italian and Dutch painting.30 With the demands of the 

sophisticated and competitive art market in seventeenth-century Utrecht, artists were 

forced to create innovative works that would capture and captivate the potential buyer’s 

eye. Therefore, the quick Caravaggesque painting technique melded with Netherlandish 

visual models and formats and an inventive depiction of genre scenes was what formed 

the “Utrecht Caravaggisti.”  These Caravaggisti were a group of painters who often 

worked with one another and witnessed each other’s new ideas; they would continually 

interact and alter their styles to suit what was fashionable, or to cultivate a market for 

new material. Changing style by combining visual sources in new ways and subjects was 

not just a strategy employed by ter Brugghen, van Baburen, and the like, but also by elder 

masters, such as Abraham Bloemaert, who saw the market appeal of the Caravaggasti 

formula and broke from his well-known history and pastoral scenes to follow his pupils’ 

																																																								
30 Franits, Dutch Seventeenth-Century Genre Painting, 71. 
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example also by creating half-length musician pieces, like his Flute Player (1621) and 

The Bagpiper (c. 1625) (figs. 14, 15).  

Working from the Northern tradition of the half-length figure, Hendrick ter 

Brugghen was able to create an original style by employing sophisticated color 

combinations that his Utrecht contemporaries never formulated. His sitters are bathed in 

diffused natural light with clothing that is never colored with harsh lines and garish hues, 

and has a distinct softness not found elsewhere in seventeenth-century Utrecht. Wayne 

Franits has rightly described ter Brugghen’s musicians as exuding “a novel air of 

quietude, particularly when compared with the exuberant musicians and drinkers by van 

Baburen and van Honthorst.” 31 Franits further remarks that the restraint of ter 

Brugghen’s sitters are unmatched until the stillness of paintings by Johannes Vermeer 

(1632-1675) decades later. Ter Brugghen utilizes his distinct style to create an alluring 

mood without a defined narrative that captures the viewer’s attention in a way that his 

competitors could not, and in turn, establishes success for himself on the Dutch art 

market.   

																																																								
31 Ibid., 72. 
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CHAPTER 3 

UT PICTURA MUSICA 
 
 

Hendrick ter Brugghen further encouraged viewer attention of his paintings by 

setting up within many of them a variety of musical interactions and possible 

interpretations. Music and painting have long held a close relationship within the arts, at 

times characterized by synergy, other times more by rivalry. Ter Brugghen’s music-

themed paintings participate in the enduring paragone debate among the arts, wherein his 

musical sitters can be understood as exemplifying the paragone of ut pictura musica, ‘as 

is painting so is music.’ The theme of music in ter Brugghen’s compositions would have 

appealed to the astute intellectual buyer, a growing middle class of professionals, 

including merchants, scholars, doctors, tax-collectors, and other city officials, who 

increasingly were seeking paintings to decorate their urban or country homes and would 

appreciate these modern images that were nonetheless rooted in ancient and Renaissance 

traditions. Ter Brugghen’s music-making scenes would have not only livened up the 

private home (perhaps in the new domestic parlor spaces for music-making activities and 

lessons), but also been part of a renewed interest in the pastoral, and served to stimulate 

conversation among viewers about the traditions of love and lust, the five senses, and the 

paragone between music and painting.  
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Ter Brugghen’s Wind Players 
 

Rederijkers And The Cultural Vernacular 
 

Hendrick ter Brugghen’s musical players, while being uniquely Dutch, are not 

uncommon as a subject in painting through western history. Depictions of musicians are 

found throughout Baroque Europe, as music itself was undergoing dramatic changes 

during this period. The playing and listening of chamber music, once a recreational 

pastime reserved for the middle-class urbanites, began to broaden across a growing 

bourgeois population in the northern Netherlands. Public music in the sixteenth century 

was heard the majority of the time in three places: in church with choir service, during 

public parades, or at a public celebration such as a kermis.32 Parades and celebrations 

were comprised of folk tunes and cavalry compositions; composers of chamber music, on 

the other hand, were part of a specialized occupation employed largely by the court and 

the church. With the abandonment of a polyphonic style of music at the end of the 

sixteenth century, a wide array of secular music blossomed during the Baroque period.33 

The act of playing and listening to music became recreational for the middle class, 

something to engage with during parties or intellectual gatherings. Previously, music had 

been reserved for worship, large celebrations and parades, and composed pieces were 

only enjoyed by the noble classes. 34 Sixteenth-century homes of members of the growing 

middle class often were built with private music rooms, with music lessons becoming 
																																																								

32 Richard Leppert, The Theme of Music in Flemish Paintings of the Seventeenth Century 
(München: Katzbichler, 1977), 175. A kermis is a celebration involving a fair and often a parade 
held annually in towns and villages throughout Flanders and the Netherlands beginning in the 
medieval period. Kermis would include feasts, theatrical performances, and games such as 
skittles, shooting games, fighting, darts, and even pigeon races. 

33 Ibid, 69.  
34 Ibid.  
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part of the expected education now also for this bourgeois group of urban dwellers, a 

subject of paintings especially during the second half of the seventeenth century.35 

Academies and confraternities were established for music lovers in the Netherlands as 

early as 1585.36 The making of musical instruments was a profitable guild industry and 

was completely intermingled with the other trades, such as the woodworkers, saddlers, 

and metalsmiths. Therefore, the accurate representation of musical instruments in the 

visual arts would have been deemed important, as most viewers of ter Brugghen’s 

paintings would have developed a familiarity with a range of instruments, from lutes to 

hurdy-gurdies and shawms. 

Ter Brugghen’s musician paintings were created when the liberal and performing 

arts were held in high esteem in the Netherlands. While art dealers were at the root of 

buying and selling artworks on the open market, guilds still regulated much of training, 

materials, and selling guidelines for the artists themselves. It was within the framework 

of the guilds that the development of poetry and drama, in particular, truly flourished in 

the Dutch Baroque. While each guild had its own players’ company who put on musical 

and theatrical performances during feast days and other public celebrations, it was with 

the founding of the rederijkers, or rhetoricians’, guild, that joined together people from 

different social strata and expertise in a common interest and goal of uniting music, art, 

																																																								
35 Franits, Dutch Seventeenth-Century Genre Painting, see chapters three, nine, thirteen, 

sixteen, seventeen, and eighteen for examples of paintings depicting music lessons and playing 
in domestic interiors. While a later work, Jacob Ochtervelt’s Musical Company in an Interior 
(1670) is a prime depiction of music recreation in domestic spaces, 200-201.  

36 Leppert, The Theme of Music, 67. Laura Moretti, “Built Architecture for Music: Spaces 
for Chamber Music in Sixteenth-Century Italy,” in The Routledge Companion to Music and 
Visual Culture, eds. Tim Shepherd and Anne Leonard, (New York: Routledge, 2014), 282-283. 
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and theatrical performance.37 The rederijkers were societies of amateur literary 

enthusiasts comprised of a number of artistically-minded members from different craft-

guilds who came together to write literature, poetry, and perform music and plays.38 

Unlike many of the craft-guilds, which had strict rules on the secrets of their trade, the 

rederijkers were organized into rederijkerkamers (chambers of rhetoricians) throughout 

the Netherlands, who stayed in touch with one another and often gave joint 

performances.39 Among the members of these rederijkerkamers were a high proportion of 

painters, possibly including ter Brugghen himself.40  

Performances were usually conducted in local, contemporary costumes, keeping 

with a main goal of the rederijkers to cultivate the vernacular language and style instead 

of relying on the formal or grand use of Latin for poetry and prose.41 By taking the 

structure and poetic forms of Latin, as well as French and Italian literature, and 

incorporating them into the Dutch language, and by translating classical texts into the 

local vernacular, the rederijkers helped promote a new literary culture in the 

Netherlands.42 One popular rederijker motto was ‘verrijking van de moedertaal’ 

																																																								
37 Albert Heppner, “The Popular Theatre of the Rederijkers in the Work of Jan Steen and 

His Contemporaries,” Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 3, no. 1-2 (October 1939 
- January 1940): 22-48, esp. 22. Also see Marijke Spies, Rhetoric, Rhetoricians and Poets 
(Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 1999). 

38 Heppner, “The Popular Theatre of the Rederijkers,” 22. 
39 Ibid. 
40 Ibid., 23. Prominent artists who either were members of rederijerkamers themselves, or 

who invoke rederijker activities as frequent subjects in their work include Pieter Bruegel (1525-
1569), Pieter Aertsen (1508-1575), and Jan Steen (1626-1679). 

41 Todd M. Richardson, Pieter Bruegel the Elder: Art Discourse in the Sixteenth-Century 
Netherlands (Farnham, Surrey: Ashgate Publishing, 2011), 87 and 105. 

42 Ibid., 87. Making Scripture available in the vernacular was also a main priority of 
Protestant culture. 
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(enrichment of the mother tongue), which many used to defend the vernacular language 

when confronted with questions about its suitability (or lack thereof) for ornate 

expression like that of the ancient languages.43 Not only did rederijkers help create new 

literature accessible in the Dutch language, but their performances also helped cultivate 

what Todd Richardson has termed a “visual vernacular” by extending notions of style and 

imitation to non-textual or non-oratory realms, such as painting, performance, and other 

aspects of culture.44 Much like activities of the local church fair, or kermis, the 

rederijkerkamers would frequently conduct performances and feasts in which members 

from other towns were invited to watch, participate, and merge ideas.45 Ter Brugghen 

undoubtedly drew from such productions and sharing of ideas in the kamers when 

creating his musician compositions, exploiting also a similar sense of the primacy and 

appeal of the vernacular style. Richardson’s “visual vernacular” is the result of one 

artistic culture becoming aware of others around it. Native artistic production becomes a 

conscious choice of representing local idioms over the classicizing style.46 In many ways, 

one can see how ter Brugghen’s deliberate imitation of early Netherlandish artistic 

models in his close-up compositions—drawing from Bosch, van Leyden, and Massys—as 

discussed in the previous chapter, can be understood as performing a similar visual 

vernacularizing. 

 

 

																																																								
43 Ibid., 38. 
44 Ibid. 
45 Heppner, “The Popular Theatre of the Rederijkers,” 23. 
46 Richardson, Pieter Bruegel the Elder, 9. 
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The Elevation Of Lowly Status  

The mid-sixteenth century in the north experienced an expansion of new subjects 

for painting, including depictions of peasant celebrations, which almost always included 

fun-loving musicians at play and dancing.47 Kermis scenes, like that of Pieter Bruegel the 

Elder’s The Peasant Dance (1567) and David Vinckboons’ Kermis (1605) (figs. 16, 17) 

are prime examples of this subject. The musicians depicted in these kermis scenes 

showing local church festivals and dances are peasants themselves, playing songs solely 

for the enjoyment of those celebrating with them, in stark contrast to the intricately 

composed and structured pieces meant for courts and churches. The instrument of choice 

for these musicians was often the bagpipe, with a few more musicians accompanying on 

other folk instruments like the hurdy-gurdy or mouth harp. These peasant instruments 

were seen as lowly and often lewd, due to their embodied sound from the player’s breath 

or stomach, and their widely accepted phallic association.48 Celebratory images like that 

of Bruegel and Vinckboons feature the entertainment aspects of the kermis: bawdy 

dancing, drinking, laughter, feasting, and more, all centered around the lowly and lewd 

musician.  

 In his Bagpipe Player (1624) (fig. 3), ter Brugghen elevates the status of the 

peasant player by taking him out of the bustling kermis, where we might expect to find 

																																																								
47 Larry Silver, Peasant Scenes and Landscapes: The Rise of Pictorial Genres in the 

Antwerp Art Market (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2006). Peasant scenes 
found their first foothold in imagery in prints nearly fifty years earlier, in the prints of Hans 
Sebald Beham. See Alison Stewart, “Paper Festivals and Popular Entertainment the Kermis 
Woodcuts of Sebald Beham in Reformation Nuremberg” The Sixteenth Century Journal 24, no. 
2 (Summer, 1993): 301-350; and Keith Moxey, Peasants, Warriors, and Wives: Popular 
Imagery in the Reformation (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1989). 

48 James Hall, Dictionary of Subjects and Symbols in Art (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 
2008), 224. 
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him, and placing him in a nondescript interior space that permits the viewer to complete 

the scene, imagining perhaps a tavern or inn setting. The piper seated against a taupe 

background is alone, not distracted from his playing by lascivious festivities; he appears 

focused on his craft. His hands are poised gently against the chanter and his face turned 

away from the viewer’s glances at his bared shoulder. His shoulder, if bared during a 

kermis scene, would elicit a feeling of lewd and bawdy behavior. However, since he is 

alone, he is now presented as a subject of private contemplation and study. This piper 

does not incite the loud boisterous music one equates with the folk instrument; instead, he 

exudes a quietude that emanates from his still, focused position and the soft boundary of 

the background. He is no longer a peasant entertainer, but a figure depicted with relative 

gravitas to be taken seriously, working on his craft. 

In ter Brugghen’s Fife Player (1621) and Flute Player (1621) (figs. 4, 13), the 

artist takes musicians who are frequently found in countryside landscapes as minute 

figures and places them alone as featured figures in a suggestive interior scene.49 The 

countryside held a particular range of associations for sixteenth- and seventeenth-century 

Dutch elite ‘urbanites,’ the audience for ter Brugghen’s works. Especially for those 

familiar with the priorities of the rederijkers, the vision of the countryside as a space 

defined by its physical and conceptual distance from the city or court was rooted in the 

ancient pastoral mode of poetry, where the countryside was the space of music-making 

shepherds and a trope for artistic creation and the poetics of love. Its seventeenth-century 

																																																								
49 Walter Gibson, “Labor and Leisure in the Dutch Countryside,” in Pleasant Places: The 

Rustic Landscape from Bruegel to Ruisdael (New York: University of California Press, 2000), 
118. Please note the discoloration of these works, as well as many of ter Brugghen’s works, in 
the background along the edge of the stretcher bars and frame as well as parts of clothing due to 
wear, craquelure, and conservation techniques.   
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analog was the view of the Dutch countryside as a place to repair to for the growing 

middle and upper-middle class urban dwellers, who would engage in wandelen, taking a 

stroll or walk through the countryside as an accepted and desirable leisure activity, or if 

possible, would purchase country villas of their own.50 Even decontextualized from the 

country landscape, the figure of a music-making peasant in ter Brugghen’s musician 

paintings would have evoked the ancient pastoral mode, translating it into another form 

of ‘visual vernacular’ for viewers to enjoy. In such painted scenes featuring humble 

costumed players brought in, as it were, from the countryside, the urban middle class is 

able to bring peasant culture into their homes in a safe and entertaining way that only 

confirms the current socio-economic status quo.51  

Ter Brugghen’s Fife Player features a fifer dressed in military garb and with his 

back to the viewer, playing towards the unknown. While the background is plain, dark 

splotches muddy the composition, indicating the crumbling plaster of a tavern wall, with 

cracks and losses. However, those splotches also are evocative of dark cloud-like wisps 

of smoke emitted by canons, dissolving the wall entirely and redolent of a battle context 

befitting the fifer’s original military role. The coloring of the composition further pushes 

this duality of a battlefield setting, with brilliant blues tempered to appear ashy as if from 

the dust and smoke of a battle trail.52 Ter Brugghen’s fifer is taken from the lower tier of 

																																																								
50 Ibid., 119. For further reading on the pastoral mode see Alison McNeil Kettering, 

“Rembrandt’s ‘Flute Player’: A Unique Treatment of Pastoral,” Simiolus: Netherlands Quarterly 
for the History of Art 9, no. 1 (1977): 19-44. 

51 Ibid. 
52 While there is no direct connection to ter Brugghen’s Fife Player and political unrest in 

Utrecht, his depiction of military costume potentially alludes to the happenings of the Dutch 
Revolt. However, it is most likely derivative of military plays put on by the rederijkers. For 
furthering reading on the cultural history of the Netherlands during the revolt see Theo Hermans 
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crowded military procedures and seen as a commanding figure in his own space. 

Depictions of fifers in earlier Dutch and Flemish paintings almost always were limited to 

scenes of marches and parades, as one figure and small instrument among many others.53 

By isolating the lone fifer, ter Brugghen establishes this figure’s value amongst the absent 

militia, making him a worthy new subject of art. Even more importantly, ter Brugghen 

makes the fifer’s absorption in his activity of playing analogous to the viewer’s 

absorption in looking, and perhaps the artist’s own absorption in painting the scene.54  

In the Flute Player (1621), ter Brugghen once again takes a lowly shepherd out of 

the context of an overtly pastoral setting, depicting him against an ambiguously-rendered 

wall, with a determined, almost studious quality deserving of the viewer’s rapt attention. 

The flautist looks towards the light with a quiet observation and plays his flute as if it was 

second nature, an extension of his own hands and breath. Painted in warm colors, the 

shepherd seems as if he could have been plucked from a pastoral landscape, sitting on a 

stone watching over his herd, but now sits isolated on the canvas. As in the Bagpipe 

Player and the Fife Player, ter Brugghen focuses on a single humble figure who is utterly 

enrapt in his activity of music-making, unaware of the viewer. Such a visual strategy 

																																																																																																																																																																					
and Reinier Salverda, eds., From Revolt to Riches: Culture and History of the Low Countries, 
1500–1700 (London: UCL Press, 2017). 

53  Leppert, The Theme of Music, 221. Instruments associated with military life in 
seventeenth-century northern Europe were the trumpet, kettledrum, side drum, and the fife. 
Trumpets and kettledrums were cavalry instruments, whereas the side drum and fife were 
associated with the infantry. Cavalry instruments were strengthened through courtly and had 
strict guild membership on who could play them and when. Guild membership required a 
rigorous seven-year apprenticeship and an oath to keep their trade secrets. Infantry musicians 
never rose above the status of the more ill-perceived “common foot soldier.”  

54 On the notion of visual absorption as a central component driving eighteenth- and 
nineteenth-century European art, distinct from categories of style, see Michael Fried, Absorption 
and Theatricality: Painting and Beholder in the Age of Diderot (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1980).  
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effectively captivates the viewer’s attention, not with the return of the musician’s gaze in 

these cases, but rather with the embodied experience of absorption and stillness in an 

activity.  

 Each of these works was created with private viewership in mind. Set against 

ambiguous backgrounds suggestive of an inn or tavern with a light source from one 

direction, ter Brugghen’s musician paintings meld easily into any room, as if built into 

the wall. Prominently featuring wind-musicians turned away and focused on their craft, it 

appears the viewer has just walked in on them or opened a window to look upon the 

musician at play. Painting compositions that evoked the act of looking through windows 

or portals was a common strategy in Dutch Baroque works to involve the viewer and 

assert self-reflexive claims about the artifice of painting.55 The musician in each of these 

ter Brugghen images has not yet turned to look back at the viewer, as he is consumed by 

the music at hand. Ter Brugghen takes peasant musicians and depicts them with an air of 

dignity of a private concert or more likely, an unplanned rehearsal, that would have 

appealed to buyers wishing to relocate everyday melodies usually heard in the tavern or 

public setting within their new music chambers in the intimate setting of home. 

Furthermore, for the knowing viewer or rederijker, these ‘domesticated’ musicians, with 

their modest costume and wind instruments, would have evoked the pastoral tradition that 

had been renewed in Venice a century earlier through the works of Giorgione and 

																																																								
55 See both John Loughman and John Michael Montias, Public and Private Spaces: 

Works of Art in Seventeenth-century Dutch Houses (Zwolle: Waanders, 2000); and Victor 
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Campagnola, now translated into a contemporary Dutch idiom and associating music-

making with the pastoral and its discourse of love and artistic invention.56 

 
 
 

Ter Brugghen’s String Players 
 

 Ter Brugghen’s wind musicians exemplify other discourses of love, now not 

bound to the pastoral tradition, but rather to the spaces of the tavern. While wind 

instrument players, with droning bagpipes and high-pitched fife and flute, were 

associated with outdoor spaces of the shepherd, peasant, or soldier, string players, such as 

a lutist or violinist, were found most often playing in taverns and inns, entertaining their 

listeners through the direct interaction of song. Unlike wind musicians who are only able 

to create instrumental music, string musicians often relied on enticing poetics and song to 

engage listeners. Ter Brugghen marks this distinction by depicting string musicians in the 

act of singing or, as in his Woman Playing the Lute (1624) (fig. 18), with sheet music 

placed in the foreground. Violinists and lutists at play, if depicted alone, look outward 

with mouths open in song interacting with potential viewers and buyers. When not at 

play, they invariably have a drink in hand, such as in his Bass Viol Player with Glass 

(1625) (fig. 19) and Violinist and Girl with Glass (1624).  

String musicians are also apt to be depicted in ter Brugghen’s art in the arms of 

lascivious women, keeping to the long-standing tradition of the lute as a symbol for love 

and sexual pleasure.57  The lute came to be the most common symbol of love and lust due 

																																																								
56 Gibson, “Labor and Leisure,” 130. 
57 Carla Zecher, “The Gendering of the Lute in Sixteenth-Century French Love 

Poetry,” Renaissance Quarterly 53, no. 3 (2000): 769-791.  
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to its pear shape reminiscent of the female form. 58 Lute Player and Girl with a Glass 

(1625) (fig. 20) emphasizes this clearly as the young woman sits herself across the lap of 

the lutist, her own leg and breast bared, offering him a glass of wine. Now distracted 

from playing, the lutist caresses the young maiden’s chin and gingerly holds the fret of 

his instrument, which is firmly nestled between their groins. The lute, which once made 

music, is now a symbol of making love, an evocative extension of their bodies and sense 

of touch.  

In a later work, Lute Player and Female Singer (1628) (fig. 6) the lutist plays with 

the instrument while accompanied by a singer from behind. Here, the lute does not act 

alone, rather it is the merging of both string instrument and female body that complete the 

visual allegory of love and desire. The lutist holds his instrument up so that the body of 

the lute doubles for the body of the woman, her head composed as if resting on the peg 

box of the neck and the sound hole placed where her womb would be. She sings, one can 

almost sense, sweetly, with her bosom full of air, her cleavage is pushed towards the 

lutist as he strums gingerly near the bottom of his instrument, what would now be her 

sexuality while also nearing his own inguen. It is in Lute Player and Female Singer that 

sexual love becomes musical love, and musical love sexual. However, unlike the Lute 

Player and Girl with a Glass, this pair is enraptured in the making of music itself. The 

lute stands as the overarching symbol of love, but only through transference of the female 

form behind it and into the player’s hands. Neither lute player nor singer looks toward the 

other in lust, as one might expect; rather, the woman is preoccupied by the song book in 

her hand, and the lutist looks upward out of the picture plane, as if the music they are 

																																																								
58 Ibid., 772.  
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creating is reaching farther than their perceived realm, or as if they are transported by 

song.  

Ter Brugghen’s string musicians are almost always accompanied by singing, and 

when attended by female companions such as these, they seem to call upon the ancient 

power of the Muses. Again, a learned viewer might see in their alluring presence the 

inspiration of these ancient goddesses of song, dance, and poetry, newly translated into 

the visual vernacular mode in the form of familiar Dutch women that one might 

encounter in a tavern.  As modern translations of the pastoral, ter Brugghen’s musical 

scenes are new kinds of local but ambiguously defined spaces against which the creative 

energies of love and lust, performance, and artistic production unite. Ter Brugghen’s 

musicians evoke a song within themselves and others around them, including the viewer.  

 

Painting, Music, And The Paragone  
 

Ter Brugghen’s wind and string musicians pose the question of the paragone of 

music and painting in strikingly different ways. Where his Fife Player (1621) (fig. 4), 

with his back turned, conveys the sense that the music being emitted from the fifer’s 

breath can flow to the viewer as in real life as if encountered in an impromptu rehearsal, 

ter Brugghen’s figure in Woman Playing the Lute (1624) (fig. 18) acknowledges the 

viewer’s presence and elicits a slightly different level of engagement. Her open book of 

sheet music, her inquisitive glance, and her quick tuning of the lute prompt the viewer to 

actively wonder about the song she will play. The pictorial representation of music 

effortlessly creates a second world which combines the visual with the oratory senses. 

The paragone, the debate over which of the fine arts is superior to all others, between 
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music and painting is established in these works by ter Brugghen. He represents the act of 

writing, performing, and engaging in music through painting, which is not found in 

sculpture, poetry, or even music itself. In ter Brugghen’s The Concert (1626) (fig. 21) he 

merges the visceral, imaginative response to music and the more active participation in its 

celebration in one composition. Between his Fife Player, Woman Playing the Lute, and 

The Concert, ter Brugghen invites the viewer in very different ways, yet all demonstrate 

the power of the visual to encompass and evoke music. Ter Brugghen himself did not 

claim painting’s superiority over music in a rivalrous or contentious relationship; rather, 

he seems to have formed a union of shared qualities between the two arts through visual 

means.  

Hippocrates, Galen, and Aristotle held the belief that sight was the noblest sense 

for its ability to cultivate intelligence, view the divine sun and stars, and make 

impressions, or memories, in the mind.59 Those ideas about the primacy of sight were 

reformulated during the Renaissance period by Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) in his 

discussion of the paragone of the arts.60 Leonardo’s philosophical predecessors viewed 

the eye as the privileged organ for the acquisition of knowledge: one can not know that 

which is unobserved; study comes through the use of the eye. To view nature, to read, to 

obtain memories, to understand beauty, to create memories, to develop the faculty of the 

imagination, were all cognitive activities that were contingent on the sensory perception 

and priority of the eye. In Leonardo’s posthumously assembled Trattato della pittura, the 
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artist-inventor recorded and added to the ancient discourse on the arts, concluding that 

just as the eye was primary and superior of all senses, so painting was by far superior 

among the arts. His conclusion was that only art could record, “like a mirror,” the natural 

world.61 Sculpture, while seen in the round unlike two-dimensional painting, could only 

recreate nature to a limit. According to Leonardo’s line of thinking, sculpture was limited 

to occupying the viewer’s realm but nonetheless failing to create its own inner realm.62 

Painting, on the other hand, could create whole worlds with multiple figures, buildings, 

and rivers trailing off into distant mountains within the parameters of a single frame. The 

visual arts sat even above that of poetry and prose, Leonardo argued, as writing was far 

less immediate or vivid. Poetry and prose could only describe what painting could copy 

exactly. Music, dependent on the lower-tiered sense of hearing, was even more inferior, 

according to Leonardo, as “sound dies instantly after its creation” and therefore does not 

imitate nature like that of painting.63  

Many artists and philosophers after Leonardo disagreed with his view of music. 

Marsilio Ficino, for example, wrote that song was a powerful imitator of all things: 
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It imitates the intention and passions of the soul as well as words; 
it represents also people’s physical gestures, motions, and actions 
as well as their characters and acts them out so forcibly that it 
immediately both the singer and audience to imitate and act out the 
same things.64 
 

Music, then, was viewed by some humanists as a great imitator of life, capable of 

mimicking the gestures and emotive quality found in painting. Painting, however, was 

perceived to fall short in its imitation of music, lacking the same emotive quality found in 

musical compositions. Throughout history painting and music have intersected and 

intertwined, as they both were developed from an innate human response to the world. 65 

Cave paintings and prehistoric instruments show that even in the early development of 

humans, these two arts were useful tools in the absence of modern language and culture. 

With the development of modern language, painting and music came to have a shared 

basic vocabulary, demonstrating that the two had become invariably intertwined. This 

includes terms such as, tone, color, harmony, composition, scale, modulation, accent, 

form, expression, mode, and style.66  

 Later in the eighteenth century, music, poetry, and painting were considered arti 

sorelle, “sister arts” that should be inseparable.67 This new paragone, which in fact 

emphasized shared qualities and affinities rather than direct rivalries, as Philippe Junod 

puts it, was already beginning to manifest at the turn of the sixteenth century. Ter 
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Brugghen along with many others, attempted to create a union between these sister arts, 

with painting as the final form. He forms his paintings much like a musical composition. 

Music does not enjoy the privilege of having a distinct frame that demarcates the piece, 

like the frame of a painting that separates the internal realm of the scene from the 

viewer’s realm, or the physical form of a book with the front and back covers signifying 

the beginning and end of the work. Rather, music has no relegated boundary between; it 

simply begins, resonates, and then ends. The only signifier of the beginning and ending 

of music is silence; silence or perceived nothingness acts as a frame for a musical 

composition.68 Furthermore, a painting or piece of poetry can be revisited numerous 

times, each time presented as it was before allowing the viewer to dig deeper into its craft 

and understand a new facet of the piece. Music, however, is temporal and must be 

enjoyed in the moment. One can not focus on a single note, once it is played it no longer 

exists. As Goethe stated, “the dignity of art appears most manifestly in music because it 

has no matter.” 69 Herder and Schopenhauer expanded Goethe’s view on music, 

identifying it as “the spirit” of art or a “soul without body.”70 Music was played live at 

the pace of the player, so that a listener had to interpret the piece at hand before it ended. 

While a musical composition could be recreated, annotated, and studied through sheet 

music, the fleeting and emotive quality of the performance itself was what ter Brugghen 

aimed to capture. By creating a kind of musical composition on the two-dimensional 
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plane of the painted canvas, ter Brugghen permits the viewer to experience and re-

experience music at his own leisure through memory.  

 While ter Brugghen does, in fact, have a distinct edge or frame on his paintings, a 

‘frame of silence’ resonates in the cool dissipating background of his musicians. The 

musicians and the melody imagined by the viewer are the sole focus of attention. The 

compositions are free from clutter, even that of the chair the musicians are seated upon. 

The player and the instrument are enough to engage the viewer and his imagination to 

complete the scene.  

The only painting of musicians at play by ter Brugghen where he does not strip 

the scene of all props or objects besides instruments is The Concert (1626) (fig. 21). Here 

he depicts three musicians, a lutist, a fifer, and a young singer seated in a tight circle lit 

by a candle in the foreground and a sconce on the wall behind them. Grapes are in a bowl 

on a bench barely visible up against the picture plane, and both the lutist and fifer look 

out to the viewer as deep shadows engulf the wall behind them. The added objects in the 

scene change how one perceives it and distinguish this painting in subtle but important 

ways from ter Brugghen’s other paintings that are focused on single players. The 

Concert, while having the same intimate viewing appeal as his wind musicians, should 

also be understood as an allegory of the Five Senses. Sight is shown in the direct gaze of 

the fifer and lutist; smell emanates from the smoke of the candles; taste is pictured as 

grapes, presented close for the taking; touch is evoked through the singer’s firm grasp of 

his songbook separating the pages at the spine, as well as the through the lutist’s bare 

shoulder warm from the glow of the candle; and the last sense of hearing is depicted in 

the music they are playing. Sound is depicted as the most important sense after sight, as 
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one must use sight to look past the gaze of the musicians and interpret the piece. Yet, 

music or sound is the overwhelming and centralized subject of the work. The allegory of 

the Five Senses in The Concert, while separate from ter Brugghen’s other musicians, still 

presents the overarching theme of ut pictura musica, as is painting so is music.  
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CHAPTER 4 

BEYOND THE IMAGE: THE IDEASTHETIC EXPERIENCE OF HENDRICK 
TER BRUGGHEN’S MUSICIANS 

 
 

Viewing A Painting 
 

To better understand how ter Brugghen’s images of musicians would have 

functioned as suitable subjects for decorating the music rooms of private homes, where 

they may have been enjoyed for their comingling of art and music, as allegories of love, 

lust, and invenzione, it is necessary to examine more closely notions of spectatorship and 

other aspects of interacting with the viewer, even beyond the strategy of the close-up 

composition used so effectively by ter Brugghen, following Bosch and Massys. An 

iconographic approach that attempts to decipher meaning through decoding signs or 

identifying literary allusions, or that reduces the image to one single message is 

insufficient for explaining how ter Brugghen’s paintings of musicians work.71 Such an 

approach has proved limiting for much of seventeenth-century Dutch art,72 and even 

more so for ter Brugghen’s, as it does not take into account the role of the presumed 

viewer or potential buyer; nor does it take into account issues of the experiential, multi-

sensory nature of such works. In other words, meaning in ter Brugghen’s musicians is not 

solely found in the people or objects represented, but in the interpretation of his work by 

their viewers, and as I shall argue, that includes the neural responses his works stimulate.  
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Leon Battista Alberti’s famous passage from the second book of his treatise On 

Painting (1435) about the ‘divine force’ of painting has been seen as a starting point cited 

in modern scholarship about spectatorship: 

Painting contains a divine force which not only makes absent men present, 
… but moreover makes the dead seem almost alive. Even after many 
centuries they are recognized with great pleasure and with great 
admiration for the painter. Plutarch says that Cassander, one of the 
captains of Alexander, trembled through all his body because he saw a 
portrait of his King. Agesilaos, the Lacedaemonian, never permitted 
anyone to paint him or represent him in sculpture; his own form so 
displeased him…73 

 

To Alberti, a painting’s ‘divine force’ is not simply the ability to recreate nature and 

make something in the world vividly present, but also the ability of imagery to evoke a 

response in viewers who come across it.74 As Alberti states above, an image can aid in 

memory, it can inspire awe and fear, it can elicit aversion, rouse piety, desire, and more. 

Images are intrinsically interactive, and while the spectator can attempt to train and mold 

the way he responds to an image, there remains an innate set of reactions possible, 

nonetheless, according to recent research in neuro-biology. David Freedberg in his Power 

of Images has concluded that we as modern art-viewers have become so adept at 

cognitively reading images as art that when we view a painting in a gallery we as art 

appreciators suppress the “basic elements of cognition” and instead form our response 

into articulate aesthetic criticism.75 It is only when the cognitive and emotional response 
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work together that the aesthetic experience can be fully ascertained. Ter Brugghen’s 

paintings of music-makers strike this encompassing level of basic cognitive and 

emotional-visceral engagement and invite the viewer further inward. 

 Richard Wollheim develops Freedberg’s claims further and concludes that an 

“artist paints in order to produce a certain experience in the mind of the spectator.”76 For 

Wollheim a painting is not created merely by the artist; a painting is formed by the hand 

of the artist and completed when the spectator interprets it. Literary or oratory description 

is not enough to provoke the spectator’s experience, as the experience is roused only 

through visual stimuli and a successful exercise of ‘seeing-in.’ Seeing-in, as Wollheim 

puts it, is the act of seeing the painting and understanding it as an object, while 

simultaneously seeing into the painting and being aware of the scene it depicts. This 

‘twofoldness’ is an oscillation between the physical world and the depicted world in the 

mind of the spectator—a single experience with two aspects that are inseparable.77 This 

experience is not an intellectual or even purely artistic phenomenon; according to 

Wollheim’s theories of human perception, it is, rather, an innate mental reaction to visual 

stimuli. The act of viewing an object relays a message to the brain, which in turn triggers 

an emotion, scent, sound, or feeling within the viewer.  

 Hendrick ter Brugghen’s musicians are perfect vessels for examining Freedberg’s 

intrinsic response theory and Wollheim’s notion of ‘twofoldness.’ They engage the 
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viewer in a shared, yet individualized, basic cognitive experience.78 The spectator’s 

experience is drawn from each individual’s personal history and knowledge; and in an act 

of neural appropriation, ter Brugghen’s musicians are forever changing to fit the 

interpretation of the individual.79 Yet, neuro-biological research has shown that everyone 

responds in some way from the same ingrained cognitive level. It is the inherent act of 

neural synaesthesia, or ideasthesia, that is activated when viewing ter Brugghen’s 

musicians, creating a multi-sensory shared experience with the image.80 

 

The Commonality Of Ideasthesia And Its Effect on Viewership 

While ter Brugghen’s paintings are not singular in their ability to evoke neural 

and emotional responses from a viewer, ter Brugghen made conscious artistic choices in 

the creation of his compositions to capture the attention of the viewer effectively and 

quickly. Though their simple backgrounds and half-length figures were in fashion during 

their creation, ter Brugghen’s mastery of naturalism, choice of coloring, and placement of 

lines and shadow come together to enrapture the viewer in a subconscious sensory 

experience.  
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Sense perception has been a theoretical topic since the classical age and has 

continued to be an important discourse through the modern era. Yet, it was Galileo 

Galilei who correlated the senses to our consciousness and acted as the philosophical 

change from the medieval Aristotelian tradition by developing the idea that knowledge 

comes from observation through all senses, rather than purely from sight.81 He believed 

that the senses of hearing, touch, taste, and smell are related to the four elements and 

devoted careful attention to them all. According to Galileo, sound was in the air around 

us, taste in the fluidity of water, odors ascend from the fires of the air, and touch was 

found in the solid bodies of earth.82 However, he placed vision in a separate sphere, 

stating that sight was the most eminent of the senses and was directly related to light 

itself.83 Without light, the other senses were still active, yet without light, vision ceased to 

exist. As Aristotle, Galileo considered vision to be the primary sense, but he took it a step 

further by relating aspects of knowledge of the world to the other senses, as well. He 

argued that by understanding the other senses, one could better understand the 

allusiveness of vision. However, Galileo still believed that each sense was modular and 

could not affect the other senses entirely.  

It was not until modern scholarship that multisensory organization and the 

integration of them within the brain replaced the theory of one sensory modality at a 
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time.84 The idea of simultaneous sensory perception is most commonly known through 

sound-to-vision synaesthesia, where an individual “sees” sounds as colors in their 

consciousness.85 During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and even in more modern 

times, synaesthesia as a concept has tended to allude to a rare and special ability.86 

However, modern developments in twentieth- and twenty-first-century neuroscience have 

demonstrated that what has been referred to as synaesthesia is actually an involuntary 

cooperation of the senses found universally in all cognitive beings.87 Synaesthesia, is a 

unified sensory experience in an individual when the activation of one sense triggers the 

simultaneous activation of another sense. Synaesthesia, then, is characteristic of healthy 

neurological performance. 

In what follows I shall use the lesser-known term ideasthesia in lieu of 

synaesthesia, to distinguish between the perceived rarity of synaesthesia and the 

expansive cognitive responses found in the brain. Ideasthesia is the inherent universal 
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which aided him in his equations and functions. Richard Feyman, What Do You Care What 
Other People Think? (New York: Norton, 1988), 59; Jörg Jewanski, et al., “A Colorful Albino: 
The First Documented Case of Synaesthesia, by Georg Tobias Ludwig Sachs in 1812,” Journal 
of the History of the Neurosciences 18, no. 3 (2009): 293-303. Georg Tobias Ludwig Sachs 
(1786–1814), a German physician, was the first documented case of color synaesthesia. In this 
case, however, it was perceived that this color synaesthesia was linked to his and his sister’s 
albinism.  

87 Jewanski, “A Colorful Albino,” 293. 
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relationship among the senses within everyone. 88 Ideasthesia is not the fixed individual 

phenomenon correlated to the term synaesthesia, but rather the sensory responses ever 

evolving through visual, linguistic, and historical culture. It extends beyond a single 

category of cross-sensory reaction in which visual signifiers are triggered, to encompass 

thoughts and memories, which in turn cause a spectator to create whole worlds or spaces 

within his mind.89 That said, there are two main types of ideasthetic perception that 

stimulate a multisensory response. The first, neural ideasthetic perception, is the result of 

the stimulation of one sense, which then activates another simultaneously; examples of 

ideasthetic perception would be sound-to-vision, or scent-to-vision. The second is 

synchronaesthetic perception, in which there is a synchronous stimulation of two or more 

senses that result in a unified neurological experience.90 Ter Brugghen’s musicians are 

structured to achieve both types of ideasthesia in a seventeenth-century Dutch and 

modern viewer through the depiction of touch, taste, sound, and scent, all activated 

through sight.  

While ideasthesia responding to a visual stimulus is often disregarded by art 

historians, it is the most common type experienced. Much as a particular scent or a few 

notes of a musical composition can trigger individual memories, so can a visual cue. 

																																																								
88 Emilio Gomez et al., "The Kiki-Bouba Effect: A Case of Personification and 

Ideaesthesia," Journal of Consciousness Studies 20, no. 1-2 (January 2013): 3. In the ‘Kiki-
Bouba effect,’ people identified two abstract figures; the star shaped figured was labeled as Kiki 
and the round figure Bouba with a relation of 9 to 1. These tests were performed in native 
speakers of varying languages such as Tamil, English, Spanish, German, etc. in children from 
two years of age. Further, the association of an open mouth and a closed mouth are similarly 
associated with comparative sounds and visual forms through cultures. All of these associations 
are established in the Parieto-Tempero-Occipital Region (PTO region) of the brain. 

89 Danko Nikolic, “Ideasthesia and Art,” in Theories on Digital Synesthesia, eds. 
Katharina Gsöllpointner, Ruth Schnell, and Romana Schuler (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2016), 41-52. 

90 Van Campen, “Visual Music and Musical Paintings,” 509.  
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Notably, scientific research has demonstrated that among all of the senses, the sense of 

sight (and visual cues) is the primary sense that can activate the other senses.91 For 

example, when reading text, the sounds of the words are relayed from your memory 

cortex into your consciousness as actual sounds that can be heard. Similarly, when a 

viewer sees an illustration of a plated meal, his mouth salivates, and he can “taste” the 

meal without ever eating it. Touch is not any different. When one gazes upon Bernini’s 

Rape of Proserpina (1622) (fig. 22), one can imagine the feeling of Pluto’s sensuous 

fingers against the thigh, and in turn feel the sensation of Pluto’s hair in the fingers. This 

is due to the mirror neuron system (MNS), which discharges neurons when an action is 

observed.92 When the MNS is activated by the observation of an action, dynamic or 

static, particularly a purposeful action, the same neural networks are activated as when 

the viewer is expecting to experience the same such action.93 

David Freedberg worked on the reaction of the MNS when viewing a work of art 

and labeled these reactions as an empathetic response. He defined this by breaking the 

relationship of the viewer’s empathy to visual stimulation from the artwork into two 

distinct categories: 

We concentrate on two components of esthetic experience that are 
involved in contemplating visual works of art…: (i) the relationship 
between embodied empathetic feelings in the observer and the 
representational content of the works in terms of the actions, intentions, 
objects, emotions and sensations depicted in a given painting or sculpture; 
and (ii) the relationship between embodied empathetic feelings in the 
observer and the quality of the work in terms of the visible traces of the 

																																																								
91 David Freedberg and Vittorio Gallese, “Motion, Emotion and Empathy in Esthetic 

Experience,” Trends in Cognitive Sciences 11, no. 5 (2007): 200-202. 
92 Ibid., 200. 
93 Ibid. 
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artist’s creative gestures, such as vigorous modeling in clay or paint, fast 
brushwork and signs of the movement of the hand more generally. Both 
components are always present, although in different proportions.94 
 

Artworks of all media and styles, then, are capable of creating an empathetic and neural 

response to anyone who views them, regardless if they understand the subject or not, or 

what their historical context is. The viewer’s “embodied empathetic feelings” or sensory 

responses are evoked through both the subject and formal aspects of the work, including 

the visible brushstrokes and movement of line and form. These more universal sensations 

are relayed, however, also through individual memories, giving each person a similar 

platform, yet different set of specifics, in terms of having an ideasthetic response. 

Viewing an object can have different connotations depending on who looks at it 

and what experiences that beholder has had with it prior, if any. 95 How, then, does this 

tension between universalizing ideasthetic processes that are based on shared neuro-

biological facts and particularizing aspects of viewership based on individual experiences 

relate to viewing a work of art? To better illustrate the full visual ideasthetic experience, 

how it works, and how it is stimulated masterfully avant la lettre by ter Brugghen’s 

depictions of music-making figures, two prime examples will suffice: his Bagpipe Player 

(1624) and The Singing Lute Player (1624) (figs. 3, 5).  

 

 

 

																																																								
94 Ibid, 199. 
95 Blake Gopnik, “Aesthetic Science and Artistic Knowledge,” in Aesthetic Science: 

Connecting Minds, Brains, and Experience, eds. Arthur P. Shimamura and Stephen E. Palmer 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011), 130. 
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Music To Thine Eyes 

The Bagpipe Player and The Singing Lute Player are similar in composition, with 

the musicians in half-length, facing right, illuminated by a gentle light coming from the 

left. While the close-up composition had the visual effect of engaging the viewer and 

inserting his work into an esteemed earlier Netherlandish artistic tradition, as discussed in 

Chapter Two, Ter Brugghen also seems to have landed on a successful compositional and 

formal strategy that would have permitted him to work more quickly in his workshop 

from a general formula, making variations for more individualized marketing needs. It is 

almost as if he were presenting the two paintings as related companion pieces. The top 

quarter of each composition is empty background, broken only by ter Brugghen’s own 

signature in the upper right quadrant. Wrapped in the same brown velvet cloak, a familiar 

studio prop of ter Brugghen’s, the two musicians, nonetheless, elicit distinct and differing 

ideasthetic responses in the same viewer.  

The first ideasthetic response triggered when viewing the overall composition is 

the activation of color responses. While color theory accounts for color affecting moods, 

color rather affects all of the senses when viewed in synchronicity with an object. The 

muted tonality of the Bagpipe Player creates an almost somber and restrained mood.96 

When viewed abstractly and close up, the viewer can become entangled in an undulation 

of high and low emotive sensations from the speckling of highlights along with the deep 

																																																								
96 Arthur K. Wheelock Jr., “Hendrick ter Brugghen/Bagpipe Player/1624,” Dutch 

Paintings of the Seventeenth Century, NGA Online Editions, http://purl.org/nga/collection/ 
artobject/144298 (accessed December 21, 2016). It must be noted that there has been some color 
loss during the restoration of the work in 2009. The cloak and background have been thinned 
from the removal of discolored varnish. There is also weave enhancement probably from too 
much pressure during lining. 
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shadows of the piper’s cloak. This response is broadened when viewed as a whole, for the 

flattened color in the background is a mid-tone of the same pigment, unifying the whole 

composition.  

Color also can be a signifier for olfactory senses. As we watch the piper, he sits 

actively blowing into the mouthpiece that is held inside his cheek. The bag of the pipe is 

filled with air ready to release sound. The color choice, while a muddied brown tone, 

affects a viewer’s experience with this perceived motion. Even though his breath is in 

stasis, caught in a moment, the tonality of color conveys the warmth of breath and earthy 

scent of the instrument to the viewer, completing his action. A similar ideasthetic 

response is triggered in Pieter Aertsen’s Meat Stall with Holy Family (1551) (fig. 23), 

where the artist uses the close-up composition and flesh-red tonalities of meats to invoke 

the senses of smell and taste, while at the same time turning them into part of his peculiar 

‘market aesthetic’ that would have shown off his own marketable artistry.97 Looking at 

the differing meats and foods, one can sense the pungent scent of the fat from the lungs 

hanging above, or the sharp air of the cheese. Ter Brugghen similarly asserts his artistic 

abilities to conjure multiple senses in evoking the muskiness of the swollen pig’s bladder 

of the bagpipe through the use of an earthy palette with soft edged forms.  

While scent might be the most overwhelming of visual cue sense responses, it is 

not the most prominent. The Singing Lute Player is also in neutral colors, however in the 

grey tonal range, rather than the much earthier browns of the piper. The bright splash of 

reds, blues, and golds throughout the lute player’s wardrobe releases the somber notion of 

the piper and instead emanates a convivial mood. Olfactory responses of the string player 

																																																								
97 See Honig, Painting and the Market. 
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include those associated with a damp interior. The grey background against the warm 

reds of his skin, open mouth, tunic, and feather evoke the cold crisp scent of nature mixed 

with the harsher acidic scent created by man, like that of wine or the varnished wood of 

the lute itself. 

Another ideasthetic response is that of vision-to-touch. The Bagpipe Player 

prompts a desire to emulate the sense of touch embodied by the figure delicately holding 

the chanter. Looking at the piper’s capable hands against the chanter holes elicits the 

viewer’s desire to touch, to gain for himself the same sensation of hands fingering the 

punctured but polished wood. Moving the eye along the painting to his soft billowy 

robes, the viewer is likely to recall the fabric of his own clothing, feeling similarly 

exposed on the shoulder when attention falls to the piper’s smooth, glowing skin. Just as 

the earlier example of Bernini’s Proserpina, the viewer’s own shoulder will begin to feel 

exposed and feel the weight of the slick, warm wooden rods vibrating with the movement 

of air through them. The spectator may even feel inclined to reach out his own hand to 

stroke the player’s shoulder, robes, and bagpipe rods. Lastly, the viewer’s eye will move 

up from the drone pipes and rest upon the blowpipe held firmly in the piper’s mouth. An 

inherent sensory response is the feeling of warm lacquered wood against the lips, 

triggering slight salivation.  

The Singing Lute Player functions similarly with sensuously invoking touch, yet 

instead of the movement of air, the viewer follows the player’s song. Beginning at the 

lutist’s moist open mouth, the viewer moves down the neck of the lute feeling the 

reverberations of the taught strings against his own hands. From there the cool wood of 

the lute can be readily imagined resonating on the chest where it is pressed to the body. 
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These imagined sensory vibrations continue through the lutist’s and viewer’s right hands 

and arms, where it is stilled in the softness of the feather and the player’s hat upon their 

heads. Both wind and string players have an uncanny ability to cultivate desire in the 

viewer.98 Not only does the viewer follow visual cues to emulate the same sensation on 

his own skin, but the viewer’s temptation to touch the musician and feel the surface of the 

canvas is amplified. That desire to touch becomes the desire to possess, a kind of visual 

seduction that becomes also a clever marketing aesthetic heightening the viewer’s desire 

to purchase ter Brugghen’s works of art. 

 The third sensory response is vision-to-sound and is suitably the most prominent 

of ter Brugghen’s musician paintings and what separates them from other works in his 

oeuvre. Musical theory is not a new concept applied to artwork, yet while there have been 

a number of post-modern scholars and artists who have attempted to recreate sound 

visually—most notably Wassily Kandinsky (1866-1944) in his “Compositions”—there is 

little scholarship on painting’s ability to induce oratory memory through the 

understanding of depicted objects. As early as Aristotle, philosophers and scholars have 

attempted to match the pitch of a sound to a tone of a color.99 Many believed that the 

correlation of sound and color could be quantified using a mathematic equation. In the 

seventeenth century Sir Isaac Newton (1642-1726) attempted to solve the problem by 

assuming that color tones and musical tones had corresponding frequencies. He 

distinguished seven colors making up the light spectrum and argued that those seven 

																																																								
98Angela Vanhaelin and Bronwen Wilson, eds., The Erotics of Looking: Early Modern 

Netherlandish Art (Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2013).  
99 Van Campen, “Visual Music and Musical Paintings,” 496. 
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visual ‘notes’ were analogous to the seven tones of an octave.100 Working from Newton’s 

theory, Louis-Bertrand Castel (1688-1757) designed an ocular harpsichord that had 

colored strips of paper, which would rise above the cover every time the corresponding 

note was played. Unfortunately, the instrument was never finished, as the strips of paper 

could only be lit by candlelight and proved unsuccessful.101 We now know that Newton 

and Castel were incorrect in their assignment of colors to tones, yet there remains a 

persistent understanding of the relationship between color and sounds. While there is no 

universally specific hue-sound tone correlation, the tonal range of one hue affects the 

brain the same way in every ideasthete. Neuro-biological research has demonstrated that 

when viewing a lighter tone, the sound heard by the ideasthete is louder and higher in 

pitch. 102 In turn, the darker the tone seen, the lower and quieter the sound perceived. 

By looking at Bagpipe Player and its predominant color tones, as well as the 

details of pose of the player—puffed cheeks, fingertips covering the holes, arms 

squeezing the bladder—one readily can imagine the music being played. The flatness of 

color behind evokes the unchanging tone imagined droned by the pipes that cut across it; 

the ochre almost seems to flow from the top of the low drones and washes over the 

composition. One can visualize the deep quiet undertone of the instrument within the 

settled umber robes. It is then perhaps the ever-changing pitch of the chanter as he moves 

his fingers along the holes that is conjured in the ripples and movement of the highlights 

on the rods and clothing. In the event a viewer is unfamiliar with the sound of an 
																																																								

100 Ibid. 
101 Ibid, 497. 
102 Jamie Ward, “Visual Music in Arts and Minds: Explorations with Synaesthesia,” in 

Art and the Senses, eds. Francesca Bacci and David Melcher (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2011), 486. 
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instrument such as the bagpipe, the activation of memory tends to correlate what is seen 

then to the next known instrumental sound, such as a clarinet or perhaps the recorder. Ter 

Brugghen’s Lute Player ambitiously attempts to summon both the lute and vocal song in 

the viewer’s imagination. One might imagine the grey background, which moves from 

dark to light, mimicking the flickering slight change in note the singer is holding. Music 

from the lute is perceived in the quick sketchy paint strokes of the feather and intricately 

decorated sound hole, as well as the undulation in the folds of clothing and the curls of 

his hair. Even though his hands are frozen in a moment, their dynamic placement on the 

fret and body of the strings further evoke the sound of the lute in one’s mind. 

Ter Brugghen’s lute players always interact directly with the viewer or others in 

the composition, as discussed earlier, and can create an ideasthetic response through 

gesture alone. Take, for example, his Pointing Lute Player (1624) and Lute Player and 

Female Singer (1628) (figs. 24, 6).103 The lute players smile and move as they interact 

with their object, almost distracting the viewer from the instrument. Wind instruments, 

however, are given priority by ter Brugghen. All of his representations of wind musicians 

show them turned away from the viewer, their faces obscured as the instrument is being 

played.104 The act of playing the instrument is highlighted by strong one-directional 

speckled lighting and the obscurity of the figure. In his Fife Player (1621) and Flute 

																																																								
103 Wheelock Jr., “Hendrick ter Brugghen/Bagpipe Player/1624.” This piece was once 

debated to be a companion piece to the Bagpipe Player, yet it has since been disproven as the 
number of copies do not align as well as a separate treatment of the sitters in regards to size in 
the composition and color choices. 

104 Ibid. There is a second bagpipe scene titled Portrait of Man Playing Bagpipes done by 
ter Brugghen in 1624, yet after the aforementioned Bagpipe Player. This composition shows the 
player looking out towards the viewer and breaks from the obscurity of the musician. However, 
it was most likely commissioned in this way and possibly executed primarily by his workshop. 
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Player (1621) (figs. 4, 12), both completed three years before his Bagpipe Player, ter 

Brugghen gives the same highlight of the shoulder and hands as in the Bagpipe Player, 

yet uses different base colors to reflect the sound and olfactory senses in the scene. The 

fife player is dressed in blue of varying tones, giving emphasis to the higher pitches of 

the fife and the switch between long and short notes. A lighter background hue also 

reflects the high-pitched instrument. A flute has a slightly lower range of sound, 

suggested by the Flute Player’s darker background hue and the fact that the musician is 

dressed in warm red draped around his torso. His face is in highlight, differing from the 

others, yet emphasizing the downward slope of the instrument and the flow of breath 

through the barrel.  

Ter Brugghen’s musician paintings bring all five senses into congruency in a way 

that is not encountered so completely in similar contemporary scenes. His choice of 

color, compositions, subject, and the degree of vividness with which he paints his 

subjects perfect the transition of sense perception from the canvas to the viewer. Where 

the lute players depict action, touch, sound, and scent, the world of the wind players 

arouse a sense of breath, taste, tactility, resonance, and thought. One can imagine that a 

seventeenth-century viewer might have been instantaneously compelled to purchase one 

or both works as companion pieces to complete the immersion of senses. It is this 

immersion that enraptures viewers to this day and places ter Brugghen in a category of 

his own, beyond the achievements of Caravaggio or even his early Netherlandish 

predecessors from the previous century.  
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CONCLUSION 

 
 

The common designation of Hendrick ter Brugghen in the scholarship as a 

Utrecht Caravaggisti painter characterizes this Dutch Baroque artist as from Utrecht and 

at the same time as being stylistically Italianate, namely an imitator of Caravaggio. 

Looking at his series of musicians at play one can trace the phenomenon now understood 

as Caravaggism back through the traditions of the Northern half-length narrative to a 

time preceding Caravaggio by a century, in works by Bosch and Massys, for example. 

Ter Brugghen’s musical sitters embody a much more sophisticated achievement than has 

been recognized, building on native Netherlandish and Italian visual sources, but 

exceeding them in distinctive ways. In response to the changing Dutch culture—its 

growing urban middle and upper middle classes who were purchasing works of art from a 

highly competitive art market—ter Brugghen produced and promoted his musicians by 

establishing deep engagement with the viewer, and potential buyer, in a variety of ways.  

 Dutch buyers would have immediately recognized and enjoyed the equation of 

style between earlier Netherlandish and Flemish artists and the popular, current 

Caravaggesque style. Yet, upon looking at ter Brugghen’s paintings closer they could 

find a connection that suited their wants and needs in a painting. The paintings’ 

dimensions are small enough that they could fit in the small chambers of the middle-class 

burghers’ homes and also be easily portable, for those buyers who were visiting Utrecht 

from surrounding regions. For their immediacy, openness, and handling of non-doctrinal 

subject matters, ter Brugghen’s musician paintings would have appealed to both sides of 

the religious divide, for the large Calvinist population in the region and for Utrecht’s own 
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Catholic demographic, which was unique in the northern Netherlands. The subject of 

musicians would have appealed to the rising culture of music as a recreational and 

accessible past-time, loosened from the church or privileged court context. Many amateur 

music lovers convened in newly founded music academies and practiced in private music 

chambers in their homes, wishing to decorate their rooms with images that would inspire 

and foster their own musical creativity. Ter Brugghen’s paintings accomplish this by 

presenting a musician in the simple act of playing his instrument with no distraction from 

compositional clutter. The amateur musician-viewer is confronted with only the musician 

and the perceived music played, leaving his mind to be enveloped by his own 

imagination, triggered so masterfully by ter Brugghen. 

 Ter Brugghen’s musician paintings also would have held appeal beyond that of 

music-lovers, to those learned viewers (humanists, rederijkers) and urban professionals 

seeking comfort and inspiration in the ancient venerated roots of the pastoral tradition, 

now recontextualized and modernized in scenes of music-making peasants and low-tier 

military fifers. Normally lost in crowded scenes of celebration, military parades, or 

rolling landscapes, these humble musicians are now worthy of hanging in a bourgeois 

home, further aiding the perceived merging of social classes in contemporary Dutch 

culture. Ter Brugghen’s string musicians appealed to the intellectual elite also through 

allegory and the stimulation of discussion about related themes of love, lust, the 

personification of music, the paragone of arts, and artistic invention. When a string 

player, wind player, and singer are all depicted together with accompanying objects in ter 

Brugghen’s The Concert (1626) (fig. 21) the previous allegory of love and music are now 

transformed into a representation of the five senses.  
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 Last, Hendrick ter Brugghen’s compositions captivate their viewers by enticing 

their senses—not simply their intellect—through visual cues. Ter Brugghen used the 

imagery of a musician with diffused naturalistic coloring and light and shadow to trigger 

innate sensory responses in the human mind. While ter Brugghen did not know the 

modern scientific bases for these responses, such as the mirror neuron system and 

psychological studies on aestheticism like that of the Kiki-Bouba effect, as an artist 

asserting his own visual mastery, he certainly was aware of how effectively to stimulate 

the beholder, manipulate his attention and desire, and prompt multi-sensory responses 

visually. Ter Brugghen’s musicians elicit the senses of touch, taste, scent, and hearing by 

visual means, in the end seeming to demonstrate the triumph of painting—his painting—

in the paragone as an all-encompassing art form.  
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FIGURES 
 

 
Figure 1. Hendrick ter Brugghen, Boy with a Wineglass by Candlelight, 1623, oil on 

canvas, 66.6 x 57 cm (Schorr Collection) 
 

 
Figure 2. Hendrick ter Brugghen, A Laughing Bravo with his Dog, 1628, oil on 

canvas, 83.2 x 68.5 cm (Hohenbuchau Collection, The Princely Collections, 
Vienna) 
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Figure 3. Hendrick ter Brugghen, Bagpipe Player, 1624, oil on canvas, 100.7 x 82.9 

cm (National Gallery of Art, Washington D.C.) 
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Figure 4. Hendrick ter Brugghen, Fife Player, 1621, oil on canvas, 56 x 70.9 cm, 

(Gemäldegalerie Alte Meister, Kassel) 
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Figure 5. Hendrick ter Brugghen, Singing Lute Player, 1624, oil on canvas, 100.5 x 

78.7 cm (National Gallery, London) 
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Figure 6. Hendrick ter Brugghen, Lute Player and Female Singer, 1628, oil on 

canvas, 101 x 81 cm (The Louvre Museum, Paris) 
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Figure 7. Caravaggio, Calling of Saint Matthew, 1600, oil on canvas, 340 x 322 cm 

(Contarelli Chapel, Church of San Luigi dei Francesi, Rome) 
 

 
Figure 8. Quentin Massys, Two Praying Monks, 1520, oil on panel, 30 x 43 cm 

(Galleria Doria Pamphilij, Rome) 
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Figure 9. Quentin Massys, Ill-Matched Pair, 1520, oil on panel, 43.2 x 63 cm 

(National Gallery of Art, Washington D.C.) 
 

 
Figure 10. Quentin Massys, Ugly Duchess, 1513, oil on panel, 64.2 x 45.4 cm 

(National Gallery, London) 
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Figure 11. Caravaggio, The Musicians, c. 1595, oil on canvas, 92.1 x 118.4 cm 

(The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York) 
 

 

 
Figure 12. Dirck van Baburen, Young Man Playing the Jew’s Harp, 1621, oil on 

canvas, 70.7 x 84 cm (Centraal Museum, Utrecht) 
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Figure 13. Hendrick ter Brugghen, Flute Player, 1621, oil on canvas, 56 x 70.9 

cm, (Gemäldegalerie Alte Meister, Kassel) 
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Figure 14. Abraham Bloemaert, Flute Player, 1621, oil on canvas, 69 x 58 cm 

(Centraal Museum, Utrecht) 
 

 
Figure 15. Abraham Bloemaert, The Bagpiper, c. 1625, oil on canvas, 

(Residenzgalerie, Salzburg) 
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Figure 16. Pieter Brueghel the Elder, The Peasant Dance, 1567, oil on panel,    

114 x 164 cm (Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna) 
 
 

 
Figure 17. David Vickboons, Kermis, 1605, oil on panel, 22 x 92 cm 

(Gemäldegalerie Alte Meister, Dresden) 
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Figure 18. Hendrick ter Brugghen, Woman Playing the Lute, 1624, oil on canvas, 

71 x 85 cm (Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna) 
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Figure 19. Hendrick ter Brugghen, Bass Viol Player with Glass, 1625, oil on 

canvas, 85 x 104 cm (Royal Collection, Windsor Castle, London) 
 

 
Figure 20. Hendrick ter Brugghen, Lute Player and Girl with a Glass, 1625, oil on 

canvas, 86 x 105 cm (Private Collection) 
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Figure 21. Hendrick ter Brugghen, The Concert, 1626, oil on canvas, 99.1 x 116.8 

cm (National Gallery, London) 
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Figure 22. Bernini, Rape of Proserpina, 1622, white marble, 255 cm high (Galleria 

Borghese, Rome) 
 

 
Detail Figure 22. 
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Figure 23. Pieter Aertsen, Meat Stall with Holy Family, 1551, oil on canvas, 115 x 

165 cm (North Carolina Museum of Art, Raleigh) 
 

 
Figure 24. Hendrick ter Brugghen, Pointing Lute Player, 1624, oil on canvas, 

100.7 x 82.9 cm (Private Collection) 
 

 


